**Abstract**

Human retrotransposon LINE-1 (L1) plays important roles in transcriptional regulation and genome stability. We previously discovered an increase of L1 copy number in the brain tissues of patients with schizophrenia (Bundo et al., Neuron, 2014). To understand the L1 activities in human brains, we investigated distribution of 5-methyl cytosine (5mC) and 5-hydroxymethyl cytosine (5hmC) in the L1 promoter regions of human neurons and non-neurons. We separated prefrontal cortex cells into neuronal and non-neuronal nuclei by NeuN-based nuclei sorting, and performed comprehensive analysis on mC and hmC. We found that full length L1 promoters in neuronal nuclei manifest characteristic mC and hmC pattern in accordance with L1 evolution. Younger L1 subfamilies had less mCs and more possibilities of containing hmCs in their promoters. This pattern was unique to L1 promoters of neuronal nuclei, and independent of the genomic context of L1 insertion. On the other hand, such pattern was not observed in non-neurons or non-full length L1s. Our findings suggest that L1 has distinctive roles in transcriptional regulation in neurons.
